Active Medicaid coverage is now in place for a significant majority of the individuals who met Medicaid “spend down” between August 2015 and July 2016. However, following the August 1st Medicaid Data Conversion there were a number of individuals identified who did meet “spend down” during this timeframe who were not showing up as active Medicaid in MITS.

At this time a team has corrected all state-level fixes to ensure individuals who met “spend down” between August 2015 and July 2016 have active Medicaid. However, if you know of individuals that you believe have met “spend down” during the August 2015 through July 2016 timeframe but still do not have active Medicaid eligibility in MITS, please contact the local County Department of Job and Family Services (CDJFS) so the case can be researched. CDJFS’ have been informed that Behavioral Health providers will be referring individuals whose active Medicaid cases need to be established.

Provider agency MITS administrators can contact Rick Tully of the Governor’s Office of Health Transformation at (614) 477-1945 with any questions about this process.